MOTOR CONTROL CENTER - MCC-3

NOTE:
1. PROVIDE ALL MULTI-CONDUCTOR CABLES WITH GROUND CONDUCTOR,
   SIZED IN ACCORDANCE WITH NEC TABLE 250-55B.
2. CABLE Terminations IN THE MCC TERMINAL BLOCK Compartments
   ARE SHOWN TYPICAL IN DETAIL 1 THIS DRAWING.

LEGEND:
XXX = MOTOR CIRCUIT PROTECTOR (MCP)

REFs:
8-2-89013 PART PLAN ELECTRICAL ROOM AND YARD
8-2-89097 MCC SCHEDULE

DETAIL 1

- COMP, CABLE "E" IS 2/0, TERMINATE "3 ON 22 AND "5 ON 43
- COMP, CABLE "F" IS 2/0, TERMINATE "3 ON 22 AND "5 ON 43
- COMP, CABLE "G" IS 2/0, TERMINATE "3 ON 22 AND "5 ON 43
- IC COLORS NOT ASSIGNED TO BLACK/WHITE STEP KB